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For Immediate Release
CLEVELAND PUBLIC LIBRARY AND THE CLEVELAND LAW LIBRARY ANNOUNCE A NEW
PARTNERSHIP
CLEVELAND, OH - On March 2, 2016 the Cleveland Public Library (CPL) and The Cleveland Law
Library announced a new partnership to explore collaborative ventures and the exchange of services.
One of the outcomes is to coordinate activities and programs related to the legal needs of the
community.
"Cleveland Public Library is proud to collaborate with our neighbor, The Cleveland Law Library" said
Director Felton Thomas, Jr. "This partnership furthers the mission of the Library to be 'The People's
University', the center of learning for a diverse and inclusive community."
The joint mission will also further the goals of The Cleveland Law Library. "This initiative will support
the Cleveland Law Library's strategic planning goals of promoting relationships with local partners and
enhancing communications with interested stakeholders," said Joseph Gross, President of The
Cleveland Law Library.
Both organizations will work together to educate staff on legal resources available at both libraries,
coordinate special exhibits and events to bring legal issues of interest to the community and
enhance web sites to reference each other's legal collections.
###
Cleveland Public Library is the place for all Clevelanders to dream, create and grow. CPL serves four million
patrons annually at 27 branches across the city, lending more than 6.5 million items from a collection of more
than 10 million. CPL's library services are also available at the Public Administration Library in City Hall, "The
People's University on Wheels" Bookmobile, Ohio Library for the Blind and Physically Disabled, and the On the
Road to Reading literacy van. CPL is the home for the Ohio Center for the Book and CLEVNET library
cooperation. For more information about Cleveland Public Library, please visit cpl.org.

###
The Cleveland Law Library is a premier hybrid legal institution on the cutting edge of technology that provides
services to a large base of private attorneys and law firms, as well as various judges, public officials, and

government offices.
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